
1T/H Dog Food Manufacturing Equipment will be shipped
to Palestine

  1T/H Dog Food Manufacturing Equipment will be shipped to Palestine by Shandong
Loyal Industrial Co.,Ltd. , we provide latest information about the products regularly. 

The customer owns a factory, his factory has a biscuit production line and a soy
protein production line, and the customer wants a new production line: Dog Food
Manufacturing Equipment.

Customers have found many manufacturers in MIC and Alibaba. When our
company received the customer's inquiry, we immediately contacted the customer
and sent an email to the customer. The customer was working at the time and
also replied to the email. We asked the customer's needs, and the customer was
very happy with our quick contact. Through an efficient and fast communication,
we get the product shape, output, heating method, etc. that the customer wants.

Enclosed are our model parameters

Model Technical Parameters And Price Of Dog Food Manufacturing
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Equipment
Model LY65 LY70 LY80
Output 100-150 kg/hr 150-200 kg/hr 200-300kg/hr

Installed power 60 kw 90 kw 110KW
Dimension(L×W

×H)
18×2×3.5 m 23×2×4 m 29×4×4 m

 

Formula Of Biscuit Processing By Dog Food Manufacturing
Equipment

Formula Of Biscuit Processing By Dog Food Manufacturing Equipment
No. Ingredient Content
1 Corn Flour 38%
2 Wheat Flour 20%
3 Protein Powder 10%
4 Fish Meal 8%
5 Chicken Powder 8%
6 Chicken Liver Powder 4%
7 Soybean Meal 12%
8 Salt 1%
9 Water 16%

 

We first sent the pictures of the products made by our previous customers to the
customers, and the customers were very satisfied with our molds.

 

?customer's pattern?

 

Since we have not cooperated with customers before, the customers do not trust
us very much. We sent our company's catalog to customers, and issued our
company's CE certificate and various patent certificates.
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Due to the epidemic, the customer could not come to visit the factory. The
customer first found his friend and let his friends see our factory area and
production range. The customer and friends were very satisfied after watching it,
and then the customer had a video tour of the factory with us. We explained to
customers a pet food production line that is about to be completed in our factory.
The client asked a lot of details and quality questions, and shot a lot of videos for
the client.

Customers are very satisfied with our factory environment and machine details.

Attached is a picture of the production line explained to the
customer

 

?1T fish feed production line?

 

The customer has prepared a workshop for Dog Food Manufacturing Equipment,
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but because the customer's output is too large and the workshop is relatively
small, we have made a layout for the customer according to the customer's
workshop area.

Enclosed herewith is the layout we made for our customers.

 

(Layout of Dog Food Manufacturing Equipment)

 

The customer was impressed by our professionalism and attentiveness, he
thought we were the best producer, and the customer chose us among 5
producers.

When the customer pays the deposit, we immediately produce for the customer,
and give the customer feedback on the process of machine production during the
production period. Very satisfied customer!
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